C[hromosome]{.smallcaps}movements during mitosis are orchestrated by the interaction of spindle microtubules with a specialized chromosome domain located within the centromere. This specialized region, called the kinetochore ([@B27]; [@B1]), is the site for spindle microtubule--centromere association. Structurally, the kinetochore is composed of four layers: an innermost plate that apparently consists of a specialized layer of chromatin, an interzone, an outer plate that has been argued to consist of tightly packed fibers ([@B42]; [@B37]), and an outermost fuzzy, fibrous corona that is most clearly seen after microtubule disassembly (e.g., [@B58]). Although kinetochore morphology has been documented in numerous ultrastructural studies (e.g., [@B1]; [@B17]; [@B5]; [@B43]; [@B38]; [@B28]), there is little information about kinetochore composition and the respective localization of known kinetochore proteins except for three initially identified as human autoantigens (centromere-associated protein A \[CENP-A\]^1^ \[attached to centromeric heterochromatin; [@B34]; [@B36]\], CENP-B \[underneath the inner plate; [@B7]\], and CENP-C \[a component of the inner plate; [@B45]\]).

A generally accepted idea is that microtubule motors located at or near the kinetochore power chromosome movement during mitosis ([@B32]; [@B39]; [@B16]). To date, fluorescence microscopy has been used to localize three microtubule motor proteins to the centromere/kinetochore: cytoplasmic dynein ([@B35]; [@B48]), CENP-E ([@B61]), and MCAK/XKCM1 ([@B57]; Walzak et al., 1996). Although cytoplasmic dynein has been implicated in transient association with kinetochores ([@B35]; [@B48]), microinjection of specific antibodies has resulted instead in spindle collapse ([@B51]), rather than a direct effect on chromosome attachment to spindles, disruption of chromosome congression, or movement at anaphase. Dynein has also been shown to be involved in aster formation and spindle pole assembly in *Xenopus* ([@B52]; [@B14]; [@B30]) and HeLa cell ([@B11]) extracts, while evidence from budding yeast has proven its role in spindle positioning ([@B10]; [@B23]) with a possible involvement in anaphase chromosome segregation ([@B46]). [@B9] have localized a proportion of p50, a component of the dynactin complex that can activate cytoplasmic dynein ([@B48]), to prometaphase kinetochores followed by release at or after bipolar attachment to spindles. Overexpression of p50 using DNA transfection disrupts spindle assembly and eliminates kinetochore-associated cytoplasmic dynein but does not block microtubule attachment to centromeres. Rather, the aberrant spindles generally display monopolar attachment of chromosomes near microtubule plus ends, findings demonstrating that initial kinetochore attachment to microtubules is mediated, at least in part, by components other than dynein.

For CENP-E, whose cell cycle--dependent accumulation yields a maximum of ∼5,000 molecules per HeLa cell in G2/M, (i.e., about 50 molecules per kinetochore; [@B2]), there is evidence that altering its action can affect chromosome movements: (*a*) Antibodies to CENP-E do inhibit poleward chromosome movements powered by microtubule disassembly in vitro ([@B25]); (*b*) antibody injection into cells slows the metaphase- to-anaphase transition ([@B61]); (*c*) antibody injection into mouse eggs completely blocks meiosis I at prometaphase/metaphase ([@B8]); and (*d*) immunodepletion of CENP-E from *Xenopus* egg extracts blocks chromosome congression but not attachment to spindles assembled in vitro ([@B56]). The sum of this evidence suggests that CENP-E functions as a kinetochore-associated microtubule motor, but to better understand the exact molecular function of the motor, it is important to know in which of the four layers of the kinetochore CENP-E is located, and whether or how CENP-E distribution changes during the various phases of chromosome movement in mitosis. Using immunoelectron microscopy, we now show that CENP-E binds to the outer surface of the immature kinetochores early in prometaphase, consistent with CENP-E function during the earliest stages of initial microtubule capture. From earliest prometaphase through anaphase A, CENP-E extends from the kinetochore at least 50 nm along spindle microtubules. Thus, CENP-E is one component of the corona fibers that represents the linkers that connect spindle microtubules to kinetochores.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Antibodies
----------

Antibodies against a part of the coiled-coil domain of CENP-E (amino acids 955--1571) were raised in rabbits as described by [@B3]. The rabbit IgG fraction was purified using the affinity beads in which CENP-E~955--1571~ was immobilized to CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B beads (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). The affinity purification procedure was carried out as described by [@B12]. The IgG fraction was eluted with 0.1 M glycine, pH 2.8, followed by a immediate desalting (Bio-Rad Labs, Hercules, CA) into PBS.

To test the specificity of the CENP-E antibody, mitotic cells were harvested by shake-off followed by sedimentation and solubilization in RIPA buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, and 1% deoxycholate). The extracts were then sonicated and centrifuged to remove the residual insoluble materials. The chromosome scaffolds were prepared as described below. Before electrophoresis, an appropriate amount of extract was diluted with 4× sample buffer and boiled for 2 min. After separation in SDS-PAGE, the proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Micron Separation Inc., Westborough, MA) and incubated with anti--CENP-E antibody followed by ^125^I--protein A. Immunoreactive signals were visualized by autoradiography on Kodak BioMAX MS film (Rochester, NY) for 6--8 h at −80°C with an intensifying screen.

Cell Culture
------------

HeLa cells, from American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD), were maintained as subconfluent monolayers in RPMI 1640 media (GIBCO BRL; Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) with 10% FCS (Gemini Bio-Products, Inc. Calabasas, CA) and 100 U/ml penicillin plus 100 μg/ml streptomycin (GIBCO BRL; Life Technologies).

Chromosome Scaffold Preparation
-------------------------------

Logarithmically growing HeLa cells were treated with 10 ng/ml nocodazole (Sigma Chemical Co.) for 18 h. After arrest, mitotic HeLa cells were harvested by mitotic shake-off and washed with ice-cold PBS. Chromosomes were isolated by the protocol described by [@B31]. Briefly, mitotic HeLa cells were hypotonically swollen for 5 min at room temperature in 10 vol of PEM buffer containing 5 mM Pipes, pH 7.2, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM NaCl, and a protease inhibitor cocktail (1 mM PMSF, 2 μg/ml aprotinin, 2 μg/ml pepstatin A, and 2 μg/ml leupeptin). The hypotonically swollen cells were harvested by centrifugation and homogenized in PEM buffer containing 0.1% digitonin (Sigma Chemical Co.). The homogenates were clarified to remove nuclei and the supernatant was loaded onto a stepwise gradient containing 30, 40, 50, and 60% sucrose in PEM buffer and centrifuged (2,500 *g* for 15 min) at 4°C.

After centrifugation, a visible, flocculent band migrating at the 50--60% sucrose interphase was harvested and suspended in 3 vol of PEM buffer. A subsequent chromosome scaffold preparation was performed according to the protocol described by [@B20].

Immunofluorescence Microscopy
-----------------------------

For immunolabeling, cells were trypsinized and seeded onto acid-treated sterile 18-mm coverslips in six-well dishes (Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY). After reaching 75% confluence in ∼36 h, cells were rinsed for 1 min with PHEM buffer (100 mM Pipes, 20 mM Hepes, pH 6.9, 5 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl~2~, and 4 M glycerol) and permeabilized for 1 min with PHEM plus 0.1% Triton X-100 as described ([@B6]). In some instances, 5 μM Taxol (Sigma Chemical Co.) was included to minimize the depolymerization of microtubules during extraction. Extracted cells were then fixed in 4% freshly made paraformaldehyde (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA) plus 0.05% glutaraldehyde (Tousimis Research Corp., Rockville, MD) in PHEM and rinsed three times in PBS. The coverslips were blocked with 0.05% Tween-20 in PBS (TPBS) containing 1% BSA (Sigma Chemical Co.). The cells were incubated with CENP-E antibody in a humidified chamber for 1 h followed by three washes of TPBS. To visualize microtubules simultaneously, an antitubulin antibody (YL1/2; [@B19]) was incubated with cells in a humidified chamber for 1 h followed by three washes of TPBS. Visualization of CENP-E location was achieved by rhodamine-conjugated goat anti--rabbit IgG, while labeling of tubulin was achieved by fluorescein and 1.4-nm gold--conjugated goat anti--rat IgG (Nanoprobes, Inc., Stony Brook, NY).

For visualization of cytoplasmic CENP-E distribution in the interphase cells, HeLa cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde plus 0.05% glutaraldehyde before the detergent extraction. After fixation, the cells were permeabilized with 0.2% NP-40 in PBS. The visualization of CENP-B and CENP-E was achieved by using rhodamine-conjugated goat anti--human IgG and FITC-linked goat anti--rabbit IgG, respectively. The slides were examined with a fluorescent microscope (model Axiophot; Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY), and the images were collected and analyzed with MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging Co., West Chester, PA).

Electron Microscopy
-------------------

After fluorescent examination to verify fixation and antibody binding, CENP-E was visualized by 10-nm colloidal gold by modification of the protocol described by [@B59]. Coverslips processed as above were rinsed with TPBS (3× 5 min) and fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde (Tousimis) in PBS followed by three washes in PBS. Cells were then postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington, PA), dehydrated in a graded alcohol series followed by 100% acetone, and embedded in Epoxy (Ernest F. Fullam, Inc., Latham, NY). The cells were detached from coverslips using hydrofluoric acid, and the designated areas were excised and glued to blocks. Thin serial sections (silver-- gold) were then cut, placed on copper grids, and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The sections were examined by a JEOL 1200 EM (Peabody, MA). Serial sections were examined to document CENP-E deposition on both sister kinetochores.

In some cases, the immunogold labeling was monitored by using a bifunctional probe, FluoroNanogold, in which rabbit IgG was conjugated with fluorescein and 1.4-nm gold particles (Nanoprobe Inc.). The advantage of using Nanoprobe enabled monitoring the efficiency of immunolabeling and observation of the same specimen with light and electron microscopic analyses. Immunostained coverslips were incubated with a silver enhancement kit for ∼6 min (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) followed by uranyl acetate staining.

Production of Microtubule-depolymerized Cells Using Nocodazole
--------------------------------------------------------------

To examine CENP-E position in the absence of kinetochore microtubules, nocodazole treatment was used to depolymerize microtubules proximal to kinetochores. Nocodazole treatment (100 ng/ml) was incubated with HeLa cells for 12 h followed by the standard extraction and fixation protocol mentioned above.

Results
=======

Upon Nuclear Envelope Fragmentation in Late Prophase, an Associated Plus End Motor Trafficks CENP-E to Centromeres
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies revealed cell cycle--regulated distribution of CENP-E and localization of CENP-E near the kinetochore region of mitotic chromosomes. To define more closely the location of CENP-E during kinetochore maturation into a trilaminar structure, a polyclonal antibody against a bacterially expressed portion of the rod domain of CENP-E (amino acids 955--1571, designated as HpX, illustrated in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *A*) was generated and affinity purified using an antigen-coupled Sepharose matrix. Protein immunoblot analysis revealed that the affinity-purified CENP-E antibody specifically recognized a single protein band of ∼310 kD in whole mitotic HeLa cell extracts and isolated chromosome scaffolds (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *B*, lanes *2* and *4*, respectively). This 310-kD band was not recognized by preimmune serum. To verify further the specificity of this HpX antibody, CENP-E localization was visualized in HeLa cells using HpX antibody and a fluorescein-conjugated goat anti--rabbit secondary antibody (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *upper left*), while a human CREST anticentromere antibody that reacts primarily with CENP-B followed by a rhodamine-conjugated goat anti--human secondary antibody was used to identify the actual centromere (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *upper right*). This revealed that, in accord with previous reports ([@B61]; Brown et al., 1995), CENP-E accumulates in the cytoplasm of G2 cells (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *upper left*, *arrows*) but is absent from most interphase cells (*arrowheads*). At mitosis, CENP-E staining appears as pairs of clearly resolved double dots (*lower left*, *arrows*), while CREST centromere antigens are present as pairs of unresolved dots (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *lower right*, *arrowhead*).

To examine CENP-E localization as it first associates with chromosomes and/or spindle microtubules, we carried out immunoelectron microscopy on a cell in late prophase/earliest prometaphase, just as the nuclear envelope had started to disassemble (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *A*). At this point, astral microtubules emanate from centrioles, reach the remaining nuclear envelope (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *bracket*), and in some instances pass though gaps in the envelope, coming in close proximity to newly condensing chromosomes (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*). Even at these earliest times, gold particles representing the labeling of CENP-E are found almost exclusively along astral microtubules or at developing kinetochores adjacent to microtubules that have penetrated into the nuclear volume. CENP-E bound to astral microtubules was often closely associated with electron-dense structures (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *upper left*, *arrowhead*). No similar structures were found in cells before onset of mitosis, suggesting the assembly of a CENP-E--containing complex just at the onset of mitosis. Some CENP-E was found localized to domains of the condensing chromatin (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*, *arrowhead*). Careful examination of serial sections of chromosomes did not reveal any trilaminar kinetochore structures, nor were any microtubules obviously attached laterally or end on. However, in light of CENP-E\'s association with more mature kinetochores (see below), we infer that these areas of chromosome-bound CENP-E represent the immature kinetochores. All chromosomes with more than one gold particle representing bound CENP-E did have astral microtubules within 200 ± 40 nm (e.g., Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*, *arrowhead*). Virtually no gold particles were found on other structures (i.e., vesicular membranes or at other surface regions of the chromosomes) (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} *D*).

These findings indicate that even by earliest prometaphase, CENP-E binds to astral microtubules and apparently accumulates at immature kinetochores, before stable chromosome association with microtubules.

Early in Prometaphase CENP-E Binds along the Outermost Surface of Kinetochores as Chromosomes Initially Attach Laterally to Microtubules
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Serial micrographs (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *A*, *C*, and *E*) from cells in prometaphase revealed numerous apparently monoorientated chromosomes attached laterally to spindle microtubules. At higher magnification of one telocentric chromosome pair (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *B*, *D*, and *F*), the gold particles marking CENP-E position were seen at the interfaces of the developing kinetochores with their laterally associated spindle microtubules (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *B*, *D*, and *F*), with virtually no gold found on other microtubules or at the surface regions of the chromosome. While we cannot be absolutely certain in this example that all of the microtubules are from the adjacent pole, it is likely that these chromosomes are monooriented. Moreover, it is clear that in this example and in 13 other cells examined, CENP-E is found in a fibrous network extending 30--60 nm from the not fully developed outer kinetochore surfaces of the sister kinetochores. In addition, CENP-E surrounds the semicircular, immature kinetochores, both those with obvious lateral attachment to microtubules and without associated microtubules. These findings demonstrate that at the earliest stages of microtubule--chromosome interaction, CENP-E is highly concentrated at the surface of the centromere as a fibrillar component extending up to 60 nm. Thus, the prometaphase kinetochore outermost surface is surrounded by a collar of CENP-E molecules.

The Earliest Chromosomes to Become Bioriented Always Have CENP-E on the Outer Kinetochore Surface, Although They Are Still Morphologically Immature
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To probe for the localization of CENP-E in chromosomes as they congress toward the spindle equator, we examined bioriented chromosomes in prometaphase cells. Two different examples from a single cell are highlighted in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *A--C* and *D--F.* At higher magnifications, nine gold particles representing specific labeling of CENP-E can be clearly seen on one leading kinetochore (i.e., defined here to be the one closer to the midzone; Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *arrow*), while five particles are found on the other (trailing kinetochore; Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *arrowhead*). Again, there was virtually no gold staining on other microtubules or at other surface regions of the chomosome (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *E*). In a second example (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *D--F*), seven gold particles were associated with the trailing sister kinetochore (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *E*), while the leading one reveals 14 particles, plus two adjacent clusters of CENP-E associated with a kinetochore microtubule. By examining 23 serial sections from five bioriented chromosomes, we determined that the leading kinetochore always displayed more intense CENP-E reactivity (12 ± 4 gold particles for the leading vs 7 ± 3 for the trailing), demonstrating a difference in abundance, conformation, or accessibility of kinetochore-bound CENP-E during chromosome congression. The increased immunoreactivity on the apparently leading kinetochore was confirmed at the light microscopic level. While CENP-B showed comparable staining on leading and trailing kinetochores of a lagging chromosome pair (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *G*, *arrowhead* and *arrow*, respectively), CENP-E staining was more intense on the kinetochore closest to the midzone (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} *H*, *arrowhead*). Furthermore, in serial sections, none displayed the clear trilaminar structure seen at metaphase (e.g., see Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} *B*), demonstrating that kinetochore assembly is both multistep and incomplete even as late as bipolar microtubule attachment.

It should be emphasized that since chromosomes oscillate toward and away from the pole during congression, we cannot be certain that the kinetochore closest to the midzone was actually leading movement in any of these examples. Nevertheless, since chromosomes do spend most of their time during congression moving toward the midzone ([@B47]; [@B54]), this is the most likely case. Since the leading kinetochore produces the pulling force that apparently governs chromosome congression ([@B18]), the increased labeling of CENP-E on this kinetochore reflects the functional status of congressing kinetochores.

At Metaphase CENP-E Extends from the Mature Kinetochore Outer Plate at Least 50 nm along Spindle Microtubules
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HeLa cells with aligned chromosomes were examined (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} *A*) to track CENP-E at bioriented kinetochores that have completed congression but are still under tension exerted by opposing spindle microtubules. Higher magnification views (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*) revealed that CENP-E, evidenced by 10-nm gold particles, is readily apparent adjacent to six spindle microtubules that are attached through a fuzzy layer of corona fibers to the electron-dense kinetochore outer plate (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} *B*, *top arrow*). Serial sections revealed an equivalent level of CENP-E on the sister kinetochores of fully congressed chromosomes. Furthermore, the 10-nm gold particles are uniformly distributed in the fibrous corona and lie an average distance of 50 nm from the outer kinetochore plate (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} *C*). This is in contrast with the previously reported position of CENP-B and CENP-C, localized to heterochromatin and the inner plate, respectively ([@B7]; [@B45]). We conclude that CENP-E is located in the fibrous corona connecting kinetochores to spindle microtubules.

CENP-E Is an Integral Component of Kinetochore Corona Fibers Extending 30--60 nm from the Outer Plate
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The evidence outlined above implicates CENP-E as a potential linking protein for chromosome attachment to spindle microtubules. To study the nature of the interaction of CENP-E with kinetochore substructures, we examined CENP-E location on condensed prometaphase chromosomes in the absence of microtubules. To this end, nocodazole was used to disassemble microtubules. Immunoelectron microscopy showed that kinetochores appear curved and elongated, becoming three to four times their normal length along the chromosome surface (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*), with an easily identifiable trilaminar structure readily apparent in higher magnifications (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *B*). An electron-translucent zone between the inner and outer plates of the kinetochore was evident, as reported earlier (e.g., [@B38]), indicating significant structural preservation during sample preparation. The outer kinetochore plate appearance was consistent with tightly packed fibers as described earlier ([@B42]; [@B37]). Most interestingly, at the tips of those organized fibers, there are numerous 10-nm gold particles (33 particles in total in the example in Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *B*) denoting the measure of CENP-E evenly dispersed to the outermost region of the outer plate and to corona fibers and lying an average of 90 nm (90 ± 17 nm, *n* = 33) from the electron-translucent zone. Again, very few gold particles were found in the cell cytoplasm or other regions of chromosomes. The relatively uniform distance of these gold particles from the translucent zone strongly suggests that CENP-E is unidirectionally oriented, extending in a fibrous pattern at least 100 nm away.

Kinetochore-associated CENP-E Leads as Sister Chromatids Move toward the Poles in Anaphase A, Dissociating Gradually from Corona Fibers and Redistributing to the Midzone in Late Anaphase
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To verify if CENP-E is located in the kinetochore corona during anaphase chromosome movement toward the poles, CENP-E positioning was examined in cells early in anaphase (anaphase A; Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*). The deposition of gold particles demonstrated that CENP-E remains a kinetochore corona component, extending along spindle microtubules (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} *B*, *arrow*). Later in anaphase, when chromosomes have moved most of the way to the poles and pole separation has been initiated (anaphase B), CENP-E is still localized to the kinetochore outer plate (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *boxed area*, *D*, *arrows*), but a significant number of gold particles are now found redistributed to the interzonal microtubules (Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} *C*, *arrow*; *E*). Examination of 32 anaphase kinetochore sections (from both randomly picked and serial stacks) revealed that the number of gold particles located to kinetochores is reduced by about half compared with metaphase chromosomes (8 ± 3 for metaphase vs 5 ± 2 for anaphase). Again, very few gold particles were found elsewhere in the cytoplasm.

CENP-E Cross-Links the Interzonal Microtubules Beginning in anaphase B and Continuing through Telophase
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test if detectable CENP-E remains at telophase centromeres, when the functional kinetochores are disassembled, we examined cells in telophase. Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} *A* displays a cell in which chromosomes are decondensing and a nuclear lamina has begun to reform around the DNA. No CENP-E was found chromosome associated. Rather, CENP-E was restricted to bundles of antiparallel microtubules in the midzone. For example (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} *B*), in each of five microtubule bundles formed by antiparallel microtubules, CENP-E was found microtubule associated, but only in the electron dense region of overlapping microtubule plus ends (Fig. [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} *C*).

Discussion
==========

CENP-E Links Spindle Microtubules to Kinetochores
-------------------------------------------------

From these ultrastructural experiments, we can develop a kinetic picture of CENP-E integration into functional kinetochore assembly (summarized in Fig. [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). The evidence presented here provides proof that CENP-E is localized to developing kinetochores of condensing chromosomes before, or concurrently with, astral microtubule attachment after initial nuclear envelope disassembly (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). By prometaphase, CENP-E binds along the outermost surface of monooriented kinetochores that are attached laterally to spindle microtubules (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). During congression, CENP-E is asymmetrically localized, with more present (or accessible) at the leading kinetochore (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Before microtubule attachment, during congression, at metaphase, and during anaphase A, CENP-E is a component of kinetochore corona fibers, extending at least 50 nm along spindle microtubules from the mature kinetochore outer plate (Figs. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Along with CENP-E\'s structural features (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *A*), including an amino-terminal kinesin-like motor domain and a 2,069--amino acid coiled-coil domain ([@B61]) that could extend as much as 300 nm (i.e., 2,069 amino acids × 0.15 nm per residue in an α-helical coiled-coil = 310 nm), the collective evidence strongly implicates CENP-E as a major linker protein (possibly the major linker protein) that mediates centromere--microtubule interactions and is appropriately positioned to power chromosome congression and/or poleward anaphase movement. Moreover, since the epitopes recognized by the antibody we have used lie only about half of the way from the carboxy-terminal end of the helical rod (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} *A*), it is very likely that the remainder of the rod and amino-terminal motor project much further along spindle microtubules (possibly up to 200--300 nm from the kinetochore outer plate).

A question not fully settled experimentally is the orientation of CENP-E while kinetochore associated. We had hoped that amino- and carboxy-terminal peptide antibodies to CENP-E would allow us unambiguously to identify which end is extended along microtubules and which is embedded in the kinetochore; however, despite efficient reactivity in immunoblots, both terminal antibodies we produced have failed (not shown) with the immunoelectron microscopic protocols successfully used here for antibody HpX. Nevertheless, with an amino-terminal motor domain, the most pleasing view would be that the carboxy-terminal tail of CENP-E is embedded in the kinetochore, leaving the motor domain flexibly tethered for attachment to, and extension along, spindle microtubules, consistent with the identification of a centromere-targeting domain at the carboxy-terminal tail of CENP-E (Chan, G.K.T., and T.J. Yen. 1996. *Mol. Biol. Cell.* 7:565a). While it remains formally possible that either or both ends of CENP-E could be exposed for microtubule-binding at the kinetochore, CENP-E\'s ATP-independent microtubule-binding domain present near the extreme carboxy terminus ([@B61]; [@B24]) remains inactive until midanaphase through cdc2 kinase--dependent phosphorylation ([@B24]). Both this view and the precedent of kinesin itself, a dimer of parallel heavy chains ([@B15]), makes it seem most likely that CENP-E is oriented with the motor extending away from the kinetochore.

One important question addressed by our studies is the function and nature of the corona fibers. Using real time light microscopy coupled with subsequent electron microscopic analyses, [@B39] concluded that corona fibers are the first kinetochore component to interact with spindle microtubules. In addition, they also concluded that the fibers undergo a dynamic size change during the prometaphase--metaphase transition. Given the size of corona fibers, estimated at 250 nm in length (e.g., [@B1]) and the calculated length for CENP-E, we hypothesize that CENP-E may be in fact a major component of the corona fibers. This is fully consistent with the notion proposed by [@B39] that the motor(s) for prometaphase chromosome movement is on the surface of the kinetochore (i.e., within the corona, but not the plate), or distributed along the surface of kinetochore microtubules, or both.

A Model of CENP-E in Kinetochore Assembly and Chromosome Movement
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Our finding that CENP-E extends at least 50 nm from the kinetochore outer surface (modeled in Fig. [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) reinforces several lines of evidence showing that altering CENP-E action can affect chromosome movements: antibodies to CENP-E do inhibit poleward chromosome movements powered by microtubule disassembly in vitro ([@B25]), and microinjection of CENP-E antibody efficiently blocks progression past meiotic metaphase I ([@B8]) and slows the metaphase--anaphase transition in mitosis ([@B60]). Furthermore, immunodepletion of CENP-E from *Xenopus* egg extracts blocks chromosome congression without affecting spindle assembly. Moreover, a bacterially expressed fragment containing the motor domain has revealed that the CENP-E motor is an ATPase capable of walking toward microtubule plus ends (i.e., away from the spindle poles) at 5 μm/ min ([@B56]). An earlier demonstration with a partially purified CENP-E complex isolated from HeLa cells arrested in prometaphase showed that CENP-E is also associated with a minus end--directed motor activity whose motility is eliminated by immunodepletion with CENP-E antibodies ([@B49]). The initial transit of an apparent CENP-E complex toward the plus ends of astral microtubules at earliest prometaphase, presumably mediated by CENP-E\'s intrinsic plus end motor activity, adds additional weight to the idea of such a complex. Perhaps even more intriguing for the mechanism of chromosome movement, given that the plus end motor kinesin has been shown to have the capacity to couple cargoes to microtubule depolymerization--driven, minus end--directed movement ([@B26]), it is plausible by analogy that kinetochore-bound CENP-E mediates both antipoleward movement (using its ATP-dependent plus end motor) and poleward movement (by coupling movement to energy liberated from disassembly of the microtubule lattice).

Dynamic Kinetochore Assembly and Structure
------------------------------------------

It has been shown that the kinetochores undergo dramatic structural and morphological changes as mitosis progresses ([@B38]). [@B17] found that immature "ball and cup" kinetochore of mammalian prophase chromosomes matures, after nuclear breakdown, into a dense-staining, platelike structure, which appears to be organized, at least in part, from components associated with prophase kinetochores ([@B43]). Fully differentiated trilaminar kinetochores are never reported in the prometaphase cells, consistent with our ultrastructural observation in which CENP-E is initially located in the fibrous corona of kinetochores without an apparent trilaminar structure (Figs. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). By metaphase, kinetochores have frequently been observed as trilaminar structures ([@B17]; [@B43]; [@B38]).

Recent studies from Wilson and his colleagues ([@B50]) documented that kinetochore structure, as reported by CENP-E staining, appears as a collarlike shape in early prometaphase chromosomes, becoming a pair of separated dots in later prometaphase or metaphase. Both our electron microscopic and immunofluorescent (not shown) data confirm this and extend it to show that CENP-E is appropriately positioned to mediate lateral kinetochore attachment to spindle microtubules, appearing as a crescent ("C") shape in early prometaphase (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The C-shaped kinetochores were even more prominent in the absence of microtubule--kinetochore association (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), where the kinetochores, with abundant CENP-E, bulge outward from the surface of the centromeres.

Spindle Checkpoints, Tension, and Asymmetric Localization of CENP-E during Congression
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

That CENP-E antibodies preferentially label the leading kinetochore of a congressing chromosome pair provides direct support for the view that tension exerted on (or generated by) the leading kinetochore triggers either a change in the abundance or conformation of kinetochore-associated CENP-E. Moreover, elimination of spindle microtubules results in increased CENP-E accessibility at the kinetochore (Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} *B*), reinforcing the view that tension, or at least microtubule binding, affects CENP-E distribution or epitope availability. As initially proposed by [@B29], several recent reports have pointed to an intrinsic role of the kinetochore in signaling successful capture and congression of each chromosome as a necessary prelude to triggering the transition to anaphase ([@B40], [@B41]; [@B4]; [@B22]; [@B55]; for review see [@B44]). Manipulation with microneedles has demonstrated that in some meiotic cells, this checkpoint is sensitive to tension on the kinetochore ([@B21]). Among the changes in kinetochore chemistry is the tension-dependent diminution of one kinetochore phosphoepitope (3F3/2; [@B33]). To these earlier efforts, our finding that the kinetochore-associated, plus end motor CENP-E also displays an asymmetric distribution (or accessibility) concurrent with the release of the spindle assembly checkpoint component MAD2 ([@B4]; [@B22]) implicates regulation of CENP-E activity as an important contributor to this tension-dependent, kinetochore-mediated mitotic checkpoint.
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1\. *Abbreviation used in this paper*: CENP, centromere-associated protein.

###### 

Characterization of the affinity-purified CENP-E antibody HpX. (*A*) Schematic drawing of CENP-E denoting the region used to generate HpX, a fragment of 70 kD recombinant polypeptide expressed in bacteria. (*B*) Specificity of affinity-purified HpX antibody. Immunoblots of mitotic whole cell lysates (lane *2*, 50 μg) and isolated chromosome scaffold (lane *4*, 25 μg). The same materials were separated in SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie blue (lanes *1* and *3*). (*C*) Upper panels: CENP-E is accumulated in the cytoplasm just before nuclear envelope breakdown. Indirect immunofluorescence image of HeLa cells stained with HpX antibody (*upper left*), DAPI (*upper middle*) and human CREST sera (*upper right*). CREST sera stained centromeres in both early interphase cell (*arrowheads*) and late interphase cells (*arrows*). CENP-E signal appeared only in the late interphase cells (*upper left, arrows*). Interphase nuclei lack CENP-E staining (*arrowheads*). Lower panels: CENP-E is located to kinetochores as pairs of clearly resolved double dots (*lower left*, *arrows*), while CREST sera mark centromeres as unresolved dots (*lower right*, *arrowhead*). Bars: (*upper panels*) 20 μm; (*lower panels*) 10 μm.
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![An associated plus end motor activity trafficks CENP-E along newly assembled astral microtubules into the nuclear domain after nuclear envelope fragmentation. HeLa cells were processed as described in Materials and Methods. (*A*) Low magnification view of a prophase/prometaphase HeLa cell bearing condensed chromosomes and a partially fragmented nuclear envelope. One spindle pole is readily apparent (*asterisk*). Examination of serial sections did not reveal another pole, consistent with a prophase cell before centriole separation. (*B*) Magnified view of boxed region in *A* shows that astral microtubules emanating from the centriole come in close proximity to the nuclear envelope. (*C*) Higher magnification view reveals that CENP-E is microtubule-associated along astral microtubules adjacent to the remaining nuclear envelope (*bracket*). Arrowheads point to microtubule-bound gold particles reporting CENP-E location. (*D*) Magnified view of the dashed box in *A* and highlighting astral microtubules passing through the fragmented lamina and lying in close proximity to a chromosome. (*E*) Higher magnification of the area boxed in *D*, revealing that some CENP-E is found along the microtubules, but additional CENP-E is associated with a localized domain on the chromosome, presumably the developing kinetochore. Note the chromosome is not yet attached to microtubules. Bars: (*A*) 2 μm; (*B*) 400 nm; (*C*) 200 nm; (*D*) 800 nm; (*E*) 140 nm.](JCB.16468f2){#F2}

![At early prometaphase, CENP-E binds all long the outermost surface of monooriented kinetochores attached laterally to spindle microtubules. HeLa cells grown on coverslips were preextracted and fixed. The visualization of CENP-E was achieved by 10-nm gold--conjugated goat anti--rabbit IgG. (*A*, *C*, and *E*) Low magnification serial sections of an early prometaphase HeLa cell. Asterisks denote the two poles of the developing bipolar spindle. An apparently monooriented chromosome is boxed, and higher power views are shown in *B*, *D*, and *F.* 10-nm gold particles representing CENP-E position decorate the interface between immature kinetochore and the laterally attached spindle microtubules. Note the labeling of CENP-E on the kinetochore appears as a crescent (C) shape. Bars: (*A*, *C*, and *E*) 2 μm; (*B*) 160 nm; (*D* and *F*) 110 nm.](JCB.16468f3){#F3}

![The leading kinetochore of a congressing chromosomes pair has increased level or accessibility of CENP-E. HeLa cells were processed as described in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. (*A* and *D*) Low magnification views of a prometaphase HeLa cell (poles of the bipolar spindle are labeled with asterisks). (*B* and *E*) Intermediate magnification of two examples of a bioriented chromosome. (*B*) Boxed area of *A* showing chromosomes pair partially congressed from spindle poles toward the equator of spindle poles, but not yet aligned at the equator. (*C* and *F*) High magnification of the two bioriented chromosomes in *B* and *E.* 10-nm gold particles representing CENP-E decorate the outer kinetochore surface. A trilaminar structure of the kinetochore is not yet apparent, indicating that these kinetochores are not fully mature. (*G--I*) Double immunofluorescence demonstrating preferential CENP-E staining on the kinetochore closest to the midzone on a chromosome not yet congressed to the metaphase plate. (*G*) CENP-B, (*H*) CENP-E, and (*I*) DAPI to display chromosome positioning. Bars: (*A* and *D*) 2 μm; (*B* and *E*) 230 nm; (*C*) 90 nm; (*F*) 110 nm; (*H--I*) 10 μm.](JCB.16468f4){#F4}

![At metaphase CENP-E extends from the kinetochore outer plate at least 50 nm along spindle microtubules. Low magnification view of a metaphase HeLa cell with chromosomes aligned at the equator between the spindle poles (*asterisks*). (*B*) Magnified view of one metaphase chromosome showing that spindle microtubules indeed associate with a kinetochore with a trilaminar structure. Five 10-nm gold particles are located to each sister kinetochore (*arrows*). Five additional gold particles just to the right of the boxed area represent CENP-E associated with the kinetochore of another chromosome (more clearly seen in adjacent sections). (*C*) Higher magnification view shows that CENP-E is located to the corona fibers of the kinetochore. *op*, outer plate; *ip*, inner plate; *cf*, corona fibers. Bars: (*A*) 2 μm; (*B*) 170 nm; (*C*) 70 nm.](JCB.16468f5){#F5}

![CENP-E is a integral component of kinetochore corona fibers extending 50 nm from the outer plate. HeLa cells were initially treated with a low dose of nocodazole for 12 h to disassemble microtubules and processed as described in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Nocodazole treatment bulges the kinetochore outward from the surface of the chromosome. (*A*) Low magnification view of a nocodazole-treated prometaphase HeLa cell. The asterisk denotes one spindle pole. Note that not all spindle microtubules are depolymerized. Microtubule-free kinetochores appeared swollen and crescent shaped. (*B*) Magnified view of boxed area in *A* shows that 33 gold particles representing CENP-E position are located to the tip of the enlarged kinetochore outer plate, which appears to consist of tightly packed fibers. Bars: (*A*) 2 μm; (*B*) 85 nm.](JCB.16468f6){#F6}

![CENP-E remains a component of the kinetochore fibers as sister chromatids move toward the poles in anaphase. HeLa cells were processed as described in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. (*A*) Low magnification view of an early anaphase HeLa cell. The two spindle pole positions are marked with asterisks (one is apparent while another is in a different section). (*B*) Magnified view of a kinetochore--microtubule interface shows that CENP-E is located between the kinetochore outer plate and the spindle microtubules (*arrow*). No gold particles are seen in other regions on chromosomes or on microtubules. (*C*) Low magnification view of a late anaphase HeLa cell bearing elongated spindle poles, labeled with asterisks; one is apparent while another is in a different section. Interzonal microtubules are readily seen (*arrow*). (*D*) Magnified view of the upper boxed region in *C*, showing that CENP-E is located between a kinetochore and its associated spindle microtubules (*arrow*). Examination of the number of particles revealed a reduction relative to metaphase. (*E*) Magnified view of area pointed by the arrow in *C.* Some CENP-E is now localized to the interzonal microtubules. Bars: (*A*) 2 μm; (*B*) 120 nm; (*C*) 2 μm; (*D*) 70 nm; (*E*) 90 nm.](JCB.16468f7){#F7}

![CENP-E cross-links the interzonal microtubules during telophase. HeLa cells were processed as described in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. (*A*) Low magnification view of a late telophase HeLa cell. Lamin deposition to reform nuclei is partially complete. (*B*) Magnified view of boxed area in *A* shows that CENP-E is located along and/ or between the interzonal microtubules (*boxed*). (*C*) Higher magnification of interzonal microtubules shows that gold particles are primarily located between the microtubule bundles. Bars: (*A*) 2 μm; (*B*) 500 nm; (*C*) 90 nm.](JCB.16468f8){#F8}

![Model for CENP-E function in chromosome movements. CENP-E is recruited to the immature kinetochore as soon as the nuclear envelope disassembles. CENP-E localizes to kinetochores before stable microtubule attachment, apparently by trafficking to the kinetochore by movement over astral microtubules. CENP-E is situated on the outermost surface of the kinetochore during initial lateral microtubule attachment. After biorientation, CENP-E remains on the corona fibers that link kinetochores in an apparent end-on interaction with spindle microtubules. CENP-E abundance, conformation, or accessibility is increased on the leading kinetochore of a congressing pair of chromosomes. Upon the sister chromatid separation, CENP-E remains kinetochore-associated and leads the poleward-moving chromosome. Once the chromosomes have reached the poles, CENP-E releases and redistributes to midzone where it may stabilize interzonal microtubules or power microtubule sliding that leads to pole-to-pole separation. *op*, outer plate; *ip*, inner plate; *cf*, corona fibers; *sp*, spindle microtubules.](JCB.16468f9){#F9}
